The Craft of
Doormaking

virtuoso-doors.co.uk
A collection of composite doors individually designed
by master craftsmen covering traditional styles right
through to the ultra-modern.

Why
Virtuoso.

Virtuoso Doors has always been a byword for quality, service
and reliability, and whilst it operates independently, being part
of a bigger fenestration group has enabled us to develop to
where we are today.
In today’s modern world, exterior doors, whether a front or
back door, need to stand out for being more than just a means
to enter and leave a building. A Virtuoso door offers security,
interior warmth, and resilience – with beauty. Cutting-edge
precision engineering and expertise deliver a door with
incredible accuracy, stunning detailing, and unrivalled quality.
We have one of the largest composite door ranges available,
with colour options to suit any taste, for any door and on any
home. With more than 80 doors complemented by different
configurations of glass, door furniture, styles and frames, there
are over 80,000 combinations to choose from. Once you’ve
made your choice, simply send your completed design – it

Install the door
you will love.

couldn’t be easier. Just tap into our handy Virtuoso postcode
search tool to find your nearest available Stockist or Installer
and they’ll take it from there. And with the support of our expert
sales, technical and customer service teams, and it’s easy to see
why Virtuoso is the installers’ choice.
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A combination
of technical and
human excellence.
Virtuoso Doors manufactures high-end Glass
Reinforced Plastic (GRP) Composite Doors and
has grown with a reputation for quality born out
of experience and the excellence of our products.
Operating from our 120,000 sq. ft. state-of-the-art
manufacturing facility in Gateshead, with nationwide
distribution and a sales team serving the whole of
the UK, Virtuoso has grown into one of the industry’s
largest and most respected manufacturers.

Our automated paint line allows for a greater choice of
custom colours resulting in a flawless finish. And a new
lift system enables speed of manufacture, helping you
take delivery of your beautiful new door sooner rather
than later.
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A door you
can rely on.

Composite Construction.
Each door is made to measure and has a rigid

Even more reassuring, we’ve also added a strengthening bar down the leading edge;

subframe, thermally efficient foam-filled core,

the Virtuoso Doors aluminium ‘U’ rail. It not only adds strength but helps prevent bowing

impact resistant GRP outer skin, a Yale multipoint

in extreme temperature situations and helping to negate the effects of thermal expansion.

locking system, and a high-security cylinder

5.
1.

with anti-snap, anti-bump, anti-pick, and

Close a Virtuoso door to the reassuring sound of a ‘thump’ rather than a rattle.

anti-drill technology.

Every screw has been engineered to fit its equally engineered component part precisely.
Every core is tested for the highest thermal standard. Each-and-every Glass Reinforced

With a wide range of styles on offer, choosing

Plastic outer skin is scrutinised for blemishes and tested to withstand extreme weather

a pull bar handle or heritage style escutcheon

and temperature.

for a contemporary look rather than a traditional
lever handle means your door will benefit from

Impeccably detailed woodgrain texture and ultra-modern aluminium-effect,

a Yale Lockmaster Auto Engage multi-point

non-woodgrain finish provide timeless authenticity. Triple glazed units offer

locking system, for built in security and added

even better insulation. And virtually-air-tight twin seals contribute to heat

peace of mind.

retention, whilst keeping draughts where they belong – outside!

2.

Our doors offer a truly appealing finish for the
entrance of the most beautiful homes, with a
high-definition woodgrain-effect 5mm GRP
outer skin which will look striking for years to
come. Our doors deliver the all-important kerb
appeal with minimal maintenance requirements,
whilst providing advanced protection from
outside noise and, with advanced thermal
technology built into a foam-filled core, retains
heat and keeps cold out, for a more cost-efficient
home. With thermally toughened glazing,
Secured by Design and BSI BS 8529/PAS24

1.

Laminated Veneer Lumber (LVL)

2.

PU Insulated Foamcore

3.

5mm Glass Reinforced Plastic (GRP) coating

4.

Aluminium U rail

5.

Polyvinyl chloride (PVC) Composite Rail

3.

approval, your customers’ doors will have the
style they want with the security they need. And
every door is compliant in line with Approved

1.

Document Q for new build and the new Building
Regulations Approved Document L for Thermal
and Energy efficiency.

5.

4.
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5.
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Impeccable
quality doors
that don’t cost
the earth.

At Virtuoso we believe that beautiful doors shouldn’t
mean having to compromise on sustainability. In a
continued effort to improve our environmental impact
we’re making big changes, so you can enjoy the peace

Safe and
secure.

of mind having greener doors can bring – both inside
and out.
•

We recycle all cardboard which comes into
the factory

•

KM734056
BS8529/PAS24

We recycle all plastic hinge sleeves which arrive
in the factory

•

We recycle all plastic packaging from the profile
stillages, slabs and other items

•

We have reduced the amount of general waste

of gaining access to a building, it’s more important

WHY YALE MANTIS?

than ever to install a door with impeccable security

Yale’s Mantis 4 door lock offers the best in strength and

credentials. Which is why our sophisticated solutions

durability for all types of doors. Designed and manufactured

We are transforming the factory lighting to make

are tried, tested, and tested again to ensure access

in the UK, its unique hook and linear bolt lock points ensure

us more energy efficient

is as difficult and almost impossible – as possible.

the ultimate in security for our doors. It also works seamlessly

going to landfill by 40%
•

As would-be thieves find ever-more diverse ways

The strength of our doors starts at the core.

with both our single and French door applications.

A multi-layered, engineered foam-filled slab that
can take the brunt of a sledgehammer – then made
even stronger incorporating an aluminium ‘U’ rail.
A super-resilient and high-impact resistant 5mm outer
Glass Reinforced Plastic skin adds yet more strength,
whilst our range of multi-point locking systems are

Yale Mantis 4 Features
Auxiliary units
•

Mantis 4’s unique double hook and linear triple bolt

approved by BSI security standards and Secured by

unit and pre-compression rollers are cleverly

Design – the police-preferred specification for ultimate

positioned to assist with PAS24: 2016 test accreditation

peace of mind for your customers. And for you.

•

Unique hook and linear bolt lock points

•

Pre-compression rollers

Centre unit
•

Strengthened centre case offering enhanced
security for added peace of mind

•

Reversible latch

•

The easy-to-use push-in latch snib feature has been
designed specifically to prevent accidental lock outs

•

PZ92 centre case

Faceplate
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•

430 Stainless Steel

•

20mm faceplate

•

Range includes square and radius ends

•

Yale and Mantis faceplate branding
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Third party
confidence.

WHY YALE LOCKMASTER AUTO ENGAGE?
For our pull-bar doors, we use an automatic slam-shut locking
system. One which complements the attention to detail
and superior quality of our doors. The Yale Lockmaster
Auto Engage.
Yale Lockmaster Auto Engage multi-point locking system
locks automatically as soon as the door is closed. Superbly
engineered, the Yale Auto Engage locking system is approved
by the Police ‘Secured by Design ’security initiative – an

Today, you want proof when it comes to the

essential requirement of the Association of British insurers.

construction quality and security of the doors
you’re choosing for your home. After all, it has

The Yale Lockmaster Auto Engage automatic slam-shut system

to stand up to extreme weather, wear and tear

enables you to close the door behind you on entering your

and forced entry. That’s why our doors are

home, providing immediate full security and whilst reducing

constructed to satisfy the Secured by Design*

the risk of anyone trying to enter immediately behind you.

accreditation (the official police security

As soon as the door is closed, automatic locking takes place

initiative) and BS 8529 for quality.

without the need to lift a handle. The locked door can then
be open internally by depressing a handle or operating a
thumb-turn cylinder. Entrance can only be gained by the
use of a key. Complimentary to the Yale Lockmaster Auto
Engage is the Platinum 3 Star Euro Profile Cylinder.

Protection at the back as well
as the front
At Virtuoso Doors, we don’t simply make doors – we
understand why we make doors. For aesthetics, for strength,

Yale Lockmaster Auto Engage
Features and Specification
Features

for weather, for noise reduction, heat retention and security.

And when it comes to choosing hardware and
glazing, there are no compromises – our designs
allow for increased security of your door depending
on which type you choose.
*Secured by Design doors must be ordered with laminated
glass to comply.

Which means we also understand all those things apply to
any door. Front or back.
Aside from the front door, the back door in particular shouldn’t

•

Auto engage key retract locking mechanism

be overlooked – because back doors are more attractive to

•

Two security latches automatically fire upon

burglars. Our back doors are as beautifully crafted as our front

Part L Compliant

closure offering 20mm deadbolt engagement

doors. They’re not cut-to-fit, which can make them weaker,

All our composite doors are manufactured to the highest

•

Fully reversible security latches

but made to measure, perfectly aligning to the security

quality standard making them more thermally efficient by

components that make a Virtuoso door secure.

design and achieves the new Part L Building Regulations

•

Yale branded

•

Mild steel and Austenitic 304 Stainless steel
options available

Specification
•

Pas 24 2016 compliant

•

BS EN 1670:2007 Grade 4 (240 hrs. NSST)

•

Tested to a minimum of 100,000 cycles

•

10 year mechanical guarantee

•

Made in Britain

•

Lifetime security guarantee when used
with other Yale security hardware*

Just because it’s at the back, doesn’t mean it’s at the back
of our mind.

Yale and Ultion Cylinders
Our multipoint locking mechanisms are complemented
by either a Yale Platinum 3 Star Euro Profile Cylinder or
Ultion ‘Secured by Design’ High Security Cylinder. Both have

for England as set by the government for both new

The Green Door

refurbishment and new build projects.

Due to the precise detail we go to in crafting

All refurbishment projects need to achieve an ‘A’ rating

our doors, they are A-Rated by independent

whilst new-build project will be assessed by its

testers, meaning our doors perform as they

compliance to ‘U’ Value ratings. The warm foam-filled

should – keeping in the warmth, keeping

core allows our doors to have a significantly better energy

out draughts and cold.

rating than any other option and our range achieves the
minimum Energy rating of B and can be increased to an
A rating depending on glass choice.

peace-of-mind anti-snap, anti-pick, and anti-drill technology
and comes with a compensation guarantee should you

Carefully crafted specialist glass designs are supplied with

experience a break-in by means of snapping one of our locks.

a Warm Edge / Argon Filled / Soft Coat in a double or triple

Yale cylinders: £1000 in compensation
(available with key or thumbturn options)

Ultion cylinders: £2000 in compensation

glazed solution. All patterned and decorative glass is triple
glazed. Virtuoso doors can achieve an Energy Rating A
and a ‘U’ Value between 1.2 and 1.4. All doors comply using
the Door Energy Ratings.

(available with key, thumbturn, and one key fits all* options)
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Threshold
Options.

Handy hints for
the Ultimate door.

A Virtuoso door isn’t complete without a threshold.

The removable threshold

You can choose from Standard or Low PVC but we

Due to their position within the entrance of your home,

also offer Low or Part M Low Aluminium threshold

the threshold is vulnerable to damage. That’s why our

options. All Aluminium options are available in

thresholds are designed to be easily removed – without

either silver or gold.

the need to remove the door and door frame. So, if

For customers who require additional assistance to
enter their home, our Part M version has a ramp built
into the design enabling wheelchair access. This will
provide the confidence and flexibility they need.

you’re having additional building work or having heavy
goods delivered to your home, you can remove the
threshold to ensure it’s protected from damage until
work has been completed. Then, you simply refit it –
looking as beautiful as the day it was first installed.

The right frame
Do you prefer PVCu or Aluminium? We have two
profiles in PVCu, Rehau and Duraflex; both slightly
different in style but both exceptionally high quality
and can be white or colour-matched. Definitely
worth considering when choosing your door style
and colour. Our aluminium range of frames provide
exceptional thermal performance whilst delivering
a sleek contemporary look. Our Virtu-AL range look
particularly spectacular with an aluminium frame.

Hinge and handle location
It sounds obvious, but it’s worth noting how you want
to open and close your door. This will dictate which
side to locate your handles/keylocks and hinges.

Sidelights
Your home may have an entrance that’s wider than
the door and therefore you may need to include
sidelights or side panels to your design. Depending
on the opening and the accessibility to your hallway,
you can have sidelights to the right of your door, the
left of your door, or either side.

12
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Design
a Door.

A Virtuoso door is a beautiful addition to your property, but with our ‘design-a-door’ tool,
you can choose the style, colour and hardware to create a Virtuoso door that’s uniquely
yours. Simply visit virtuoso-doors.co.uk and select the design-a-door portal, you’ll discover

3.

Choose your colour
(Pages 18 - 19)
Choose from 7 standard colours, 14 superior

a multitude of possibilities in just a few clicks.

colours and any RAL colour. Our doors can
be personalised with any RAL colour in our

The process is easy too. Once the door has been configured, simply email it to your Installer for a quote and

state-of-the-art paint studio.

ordering. If you don’t have an Installer, simply visit the Virtuoso Installer/Stockist postcode search tool at
virtuoso-doors.co.uk to find a professional in your area.

1.

Choose your door style
(Pages 22 - 65)

Need a sidelight as well?
We have a range to match
the door style you choose.

Select from our extensive range of door styles.
Use our ranges and style guide to help find the perfect door.

4.

Choose your glass
(Pages 70 - 77)
Select bevelled, leaded, frosted or plain from
the glazing chart on pages 70-77. Our door style
pages showcase the best-suited combinations,
but if the glass shown isn’t with your chosen
door style, simply ask us and we’ll let you
know if it’s available.

Traditional

Cottage

Contemporary

Virtu-AL

Stable Doors

French Doors

5.

Bevelled

Leaded

Frosted

Plain

Choose your hardware
(Pages 66 - 69)
Select your choice of handle, letterplate
and door knocker in 6 finishes. Choose the
Contemporary range for an ultra-modern

2.

Choose your frame

Door
Knockers

Letterplates

Contemporary
Range

Traditional
Range

Hinges

the cottage look, or our new ‘Sweet’ range
of hardware, for something a little bit

Match your new door frame to your windows with a choice

special – and even a touch of Rose Gold.

of PVCu or Aluminium outer frames.
PVCu Frame

14

Handles

finish, the Traditional range to complete

Aluminium Frame
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Contemporary

Enhance your
home with style.

Virtu-AL

As the UK’s favourite door brand, Virtuoso naturally
offers one of the largest ranges in the market.
This is where unrivalled quality meets unrivalled
choice – every element is considered, meaning your
design can match your exact requirements. Virtuoso
enables a world of personalisation and possibility, from
frame and colour options, to hardware, glass and style.

Garda A3

Garda 3 Centre

Garda 4 Hinge

Delio Z3

Vico V4

Vico Solid

Page 50

Page 51

Page 52

Page 58

Page 59

Page 59

Garda C2

Garda B3

Garda D4

Como VX

Como ZY

Page 53

Page 54

Page 55

Page 60

Page 61

Traditional

Carlton Two

Carlton Solid

Carlton Four

Chilton One

Chilton One Grill

Chilton Three

Page 24-25

Page 25

Page 26-27

Page 28-29

Page 29

Page 30-31

Side Panels

Clifton

Aston

Elton

Crafton

Claston

Malton

Harton

Page 32-35

Page 36

Page 37

Page 38-39

Page 40-41

Page 42

Page 43

Garda D4 Grill

Garda Clifton

Garda Crafton

Page 55

Cottage
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Kingston Solid

Kingston A1

Kingston FG

Kingston A2

Page 46

Page 46

Page 46

Page 47

Kingston B1

French Doors

Stable Doors

Carlton

Carlton

Carlton

Solid

One

Two

French Doors

Stable Doors
Page 64-65

Aston

Elton

D4

62-63

Clifton

Kingston B9

■

You can have any door in any colour.

■

More glass designs are available than pictured in these pages.
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Matched colours.
Unmatched choice.

Each Virtuoso door is delivered
with a deep, lustrous finish
that’s anti-fade and will look
sensational for years to come.
If you have a particular favourite
colour that’s not available in our
vast standard colour range, we can
personalise your door with a colour

Standard colours

mixed from our RAL service. We
can even match your door to your
garage door and gutters to give
your home a completely seamless
aesthetic. We can also match the
colour of your door with the frame,
and all are available in standard

Black

White

Blue

lead times. Just let us know the

Green

colour and we’ll match it in our
state-of-the-art paint studio.

Red

Oakwood

Darkwood

Superior colours

Anthracite

Slate

Silver Grey

Pebble

Sky Blue

Plum

Olive

Sage

Dusk

Midnight

Cherry

Heather

Buttercup

Cream

■

Colours are as accurate as the printing process allows. Due to the hand painting
and staining process, we can’t guarantee an exact colour match between the
door and the external door frame.
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Delicate.
Complex.
Minimalist.

Welcome to the glass collection

Triple Glazed

Glass Bevels*

Hand-assembled triple

A combination of hand-crafted

glazed units provide

glass bevels and lead added to

superior heat and sound

a backing glass of your choice.

insulation for your door.

A Virtuoso door has many virtues, and none more
personal to your customers as individuality.

Double Glazed*

Glass Tiles

Our double glazed units

These designs incorporate kiln

are a stylish way to flood

fused glass tiles or sparkling

your home with light.

bevels on a sandblasted pane.

Personalise with your

Aside from the door itself, the choice of colour,

choice of backing glass.

either woodgrain or aluminium – glass can
make all the difference. Our glazed doors come
with double or triple glazed glass options, are
precisely hand-assembled in our workshop
and include lead, bevels, sandblasted glass,
coloured glass, and resin bevels.

Sandblast

Lead & Film*

A sleek, frosted glass effect

This hand-applied technique

perfect for contemporary

replicates the look of stained

or traditional doors.

glass windows.

Georgian Grill*

Resin Bevels

The Georgian Grill sits

We use the latest technology

on both sides of the door.

to create complex and

Choose a backing glass

delicate resin designs not

to complete the look.

possible with glass.

Backing Glass

Arctic™

Autumn™

Chantilly™

Charcoal™

Contora™

Cotswold™

Digital™

Everglade™

Flemish™

Florielle™

Mayflower™

Minster™

Oak™

Pelerine™

Satinova and Clear glass
are also available.
Stippolyte™

Sycamore™

Taffeta™

■

All pattern names (e.g. EvergladeTM) are a trademark of Pilkington plc.

■

All pattern images are the copyright© of Pilkington plc and are reproduced by permission of Pilkington plc.

■

Lead is a natural product, which when exposed to the environment will undergo atmospheric transformations
such as oxidisation. This is perfectly natural and will settle down to take on a natural weathered lead appearance.
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■

All glazing styles depicted with an asterisk (*) require a backing glass.
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The Traditional
Statement.

Period properties with character call for
authentic style. Picture strong cues back in
time, but with a modern construction that
stands the test of time. Our traditional
Collection brings the past to life, featuring
authentic window apertures, panel detailing
and an exquisitely detailed woodgrain finish.
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Design-a-door at:
virtuoso-doors.co.uk
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Carlton Two
Savona
Carlton Two
Bienno

Images for illustrative purposes only.

Carlton Two
Modena
Colour: Black

Carlton Two
Brolo

Glazing: Triple Glazed

Colour: Oakwood

Carlton Two
Sepino

Glazing: Resin Bevels

Carlton Two
Asti

Colour: Blue

Colour: Buttercup

Glazing: n/a

Colour: Midnight

Colour: White

Colour: Black

Colour: Black

Glazing: Triple Glazed

Glazing: Triple Glazed

Glazing: Triple Glazed

See pages 72 - 73
for glazing options

Glazing: Triple Glazed

Glazing: Resin Bevels

Carlton
Two

Carlton
Solid

Carlton Two
Mezanno
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Design-a-door at:
virtuoso-doors.co.uk
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Carlton Four
Sepino
Carlton Four
Asti

Images for illustrative purposes only.

Carlton Four
Sextet
Colour: Black

Carlton Four
Savona

Glazing: Triple Glazed

Colour: Blue

Carlton Four
Mezanno

Glazing: Lead & Film

Carlton Four
Bienno

Colour: Dusk

Colour: Red

Glazing: Resin Bevels

Glazing: Resin Bevels

Glazing: Triple Glazed

Glazing: Triple Glazed

Colour: Sage

Colour: Darkwood

Colour: White

Colour: Black

See pages 72 - 73
for glazing options

Glazing: Triple Glazed

Glazing: Triple Glazed

Carlton
Four

Carlton Solid
Modena

Carlton Four
Brolo
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Design-a-door at:
virtuoso-doors.co.uk
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Chilton One
Brolo
Chilton One
Bellini

Images for illustrative purposes only.

Chilton One
Grill
Colour: Black

Chilton One
Sepino

Glazing: Triple Glazed

Colour: Olive

Chilton One
Asti

Glazing: Georgian Grill

Chilton One
Bienno

Colour: Sage

Colour: Red

Glazing: Resin Bevels

Glazing: Triple Glazed

Glazing: Triple Glazed

Glazing: Triple Glazed

Colour: Darkwood

Colour: Blue

Colour: White

Colour: Black

See pages 72 - 73
for glazing options

Glazing: Triple Glazed

Glazing: Triple Glazed

Chilton
One

Chilton One
Savona

Chilton One
Mezanno
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Design-a-door at:
virtuoso-doors.co.uk
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Chilton Three
Glazed
Chilton Three
Brolo

Images for illustrative purposes only.

Chilton Three
Mezanno
Colour: Black

Chilton Three
Modena

Glazing: Resin Bevels

Colour: Midnight

Chilton Three
Bienno

Glazing: Triple Glazed

Chilton Three
Sepino

Colour: Plum

Colour: White

Glazing: Triple Glazed

Glazing: Resin Bevels

Glazing: Triple Glazed

Glazing: Triple Glazed

Colour: Red

Colour: Green

Colour: Oakwood

Colour: Black

See pages 72 - 73
for glazing options

Glazing: Triple Glazed

Glazing: Double Glazed

Chilton
Three

Chilton Three
Asti

Chilton Three
Savona
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Design-a-door at:
virtuoso-doors.co.uk
Clifton
Ronay
Clifton
Tivoli

Images for illustrative purposes only.

Clifton
Modena
Colour: Black

Clifton
Crystalline

Glazing: Resin Bevels

Colour: Sky Blue

Clifton
Cusna

Glazing: Resin Bevels

Clifton
Miletto

Colour: Blue

Colour: Cream

Glazing: Resin Bevels

Glazing: Triple Glazed

Glazing: Triple Glazed

Glazing: Triple Glazed

Colour: Green

Colour: White

Colour: Oakwood

Colour: Black

See pages 72 - 73
for glazing options

Glazing: Resin Bevels

Glazing: Lead & Film

Clifton

Clifton
Savona

Clifton
Nusco
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Design-a-door at:
virtuoso-doors.co.uk
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Clifton
Asti
Clifton
Bienno

Images for illustrative purposes only.

Clifton
Sepino
Colour: Red

Clifton
Massimo

Glazing: Triple Glazed

Colour: Blue

Clifton
Trevi

Glazing: Triple Glazed

Clifton
Mezanno

Colour: Darkwood

Colour: Black

Glazing: Triple Glazed

Glazing: Triple Glazed

Glazing: Triple Glazed

Glazing: Triple Glazed

Colour: Black

Colour: Green

Colour: Olive

Colour: Black

See pages 72 - 73
for glazing options

Glazing: Triple Glazed

Glazing: Triple Glazed

Clifton

Clifton
Sero

Clifton
Brolo
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Aston
Nuda

Images for illustrative purposes only.

Glazing: Glass Bevels

Colour: Green

Colour: Heather

Elton
Visso

Glazing: Lead & Film
Design-a-door at:
virtuoso-doors.co.uk

Aston
Torino

Glazing: Triple Glazed

Colour: Blue
Glazing: Lead & Film

Colour: Red
Glazing: Glass Bevels

Glazing: Lead & Film
Design-a-door at:
virtuoso-doors.co.uk

Elton
Sextet

Colour: White

Aston
Bellini

Colour: Sage

Aston
Roma

See pages 72 - 73
for glazing options

Glazing: Glass Tiles

Glazing: Sandblast

See pages 72 - 73
for glazing options

Colour: Black

Elton
Colour: Black

Aston

Elton
Aster

Elton
Treviso
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Design-a-door at:
virtuoso-doors.co.uk
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Crafton
Glazed
Crafton
Bellini

Images for illustrative purposes only.

Crafton
Modena
Colour: Black

Crafton
Viento

Glazing: Triple Glazed

Colour: Darkwood

Crafton
Roma

Glazing: Resin Bevels

Crafton
Velino

Colour: Red

Colour: White

Glazing: Lead & Film

Colour: Black

Colour: Sky Blue

Colour: Blue

Colour: Green

Glazing: Triple Glazed

Glazing: Sandblast

Glazing: Triple Glazed

See pages 72 - 73
for glazing options

Glazing: Glass Tiles

Glazing: Double Glazed

Crafton

Crafton
Prado

Crafton
Pennino
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Design-a-door at:
virtuoso-doors.co.uk
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Claston
Pristina
Claston
Victorian Rose

Images for illustrative purposes only.

Claston
Catria
Colour: Black

Claston
Piero

Glazing: Triple Glazed

Colour: Green

Claston
Bellini

Glazing: Lead & Film

Claston
Cimone

Colour: Red

Colour: Oakwood

Glazing: Lead & Film

Glazing: Glass Bevels

Glazing: Glass Tiles

Colour: Black

Colour: Anthracite

Colour: Silver Grey

Colour: White

Glazing: Triple Glazed

See pages 72 - 73
for glazing options

Glazing: Lead & Film

Glazing: Glass Bevels

Claston

Claston
Sextet

Claston
Velino
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Design-a-door at:
virtuoso-doors.co.uk

42
Malton
Fleur
Malton
Rose

Images for illustrative purposes only.

Malton
Catria
Harton
Prado

Design-a-door at:
virtuoso-doors.co.uk
Harton
Glazed
Colour: Slate

Colour: Olive

Glazing: Triple Glazed

Glazing: Triple Glazed

Glazing: Triple Glazed

Glazing: Triple Glazed

Colour: White

Colour: Anthracite

Colour: Buttercup

Colour: White

See pages 72 - 73
for glazing options

Glazing: Sandblast

Glazing: Double Glazed

Lock: Heritage Slam

Malton
Opus

Colour: Pebble

Colour: Olive

See pages 72 - 73
for glazing options

Glazing: Triple Glazed

Glazing: Triple Glazed

Lock: Heritage Slam

Malton
Harton

Harton
Bienno

Harton
Belice
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The Cottage
Statement.

If you love the country life, rolling hills,
wildflower meadows and white picket
fences, chances are you’ll love our Cottage
Collection. Capturing the epitome of the
style, our Country Collection feature quaintly
shaped windows, tongue and groove-style
sashes and a solid wood look and feel.
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Kingston A1
Bulls Eye

Kingston FG
Glazed

Images for illustrative purposes only.

Glazing: Double Glazed

Colour: Black

Design-a-door at:
virtuoso-doors.co.uk

Kingston A2
Mezzano

Glazing: Triple Glazed

Colour: Red

Colour: Pebble

Kingston A2
Glazed

Glazing: Triple Glazed

Glazing: Double Glazed

Glazing: Resin Bevels
Design-a-door at:
virtuoso-doors.co.uk

Glazing: Triple Glazed

Colour: Oakwood

Kingston A2
Bienno

Colour: White

Kingston
Solid

Colour: Green

Kingston A1
Prism

See page 76
for glazing options

Glazing: n/a

Glazing: Glass Bevels

See page 76
for glazing options

Colour: Anthracite

Kingston
A2
Colour: Olive

Kingston

Kingston A2
Brolo
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The
Contemporary
Statement.

The Virtuoso modern door has become ever-more the
door of choice for many. Maybe it’s because it’s versatile,
sitting comfortably within almost any style of home,
whilst suiting a customer’s individual taste.
Whatever the reasons, our Contemporary Collection
has the flexible styling to indulge them.
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Lock: Centre Slam
Garda 3 Centre
Glazed

Colour: Silver Grey
Glazing: Triple Glazed

Glazing: Double Glazed

Colour: Sage
Garda A3
Mezanno

Garda 3 Centre
Mezanno

Design-a-door at:
virtuoso-doors.co.uk
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Garda A3
Glazed

Design-a-door at:
virtuoso-doors.co.uk

Garda A3
Tivoli

Images for illustrative purposes only.

Colour: Plum
Glazing: Triple Glazed

Colour: Black
Glazing: Resin Bevels

Glazing: Resin Bevels

Glazing: Double Glazed

Colour: Red

Colour: Blue

Lock: Centre Slam

Garda A3
Brolo

See pages 74 - 75
for glazing options

Glazing: Triple Glazed

Glazing: Triple Glazed

See pages 74 - 75
for glazing options

Colour: Darkwood

Garda
3 Centre
Colour: Black

Garda
A3

Garda 3 Centre
Savona

Garda 3 Centre
Bienno
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Design-a-door at:
virtuoso-doors.co.uk
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Garda 4 Hinge
Bienno
Garda 4 Hinge
Glazed

Images for illustrative purposes only.

Garda C2
Glazed

Design-a-door at:
virtuoso-doors.co.uk
Garda C2
Mezanno
Lock: Centre Slam

Lock: Centre Slam

Garda 4 Hinge
Asti

Colour: Dusk

Colour: Black

Glazing: Triple Glazed

Glazing: Double Glazed

Lock: Centre Slam

Colour: White

Colour: Black

Glazing: Triple Glazed

Glazing: Sandblast

Colour: Midnight

Colour: Red

See pages 74 - 75
for glazing options

Glazing: Double Glazed

Glazing: Triple Glazed

Lock: Centre Slam

Lock: Centre Slam

Garda 4 Hinge
Roma

Colour: Dusk

Colour: Slate

See pages 74 - 75
for glazing options

Glazing: Double Glazed

Glazing: Triple Glazed

Garda
4 Hinge
Lock: Centre Slam

Garda
C2

Garda C2
Bienno

Garda C2
Asti
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Design-a-door at:
virtuoso-doors.co.uk

54
Garda B3
Glazed
Garda B3
Asti

Images for illustrative purposes only.

Garda B3
Mezanno
Garda D4
Glazed

Design-a-door at:
virtuoso-doors.co.uk
Garda D4 Grill
Glazed
Lock: Centre Slam

Lock: Centre Slam

Glazing: Sandblast

Lock: Centre Slam

Colour: Black

Colour: Buttercup

Glazing: Double Glazed

Colour: Cream

Colour: Slate

See pages 74 - 75
for glazing options

Colour: Pebble

Colour: Slate

Glazing: Triple Glazed

Glazing: Triple Glazed

Lock: Centre Slam

Garda
D4

Glazing: Sandblast

Glazing: Georgian Grill

Lock: Centre Slam

Lock: Centre Slam

Garda B3
Sepino

Colour: Blue

Colour: Red

See pages 74 - 75
for glazing options

Glazing: Triple Glazed

Glazing: Double Glazed

Garda
B3

Garda D4
Roma

Garda D4
Belice
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The Ultra-chic
Aluminium
Statement.

Aluminium. A material synonymous
with the most prestigious homes.
Our Virtu-AL collection has a stylish
aluminium textured architectural
appearance that’s virtually
indistinguishable from the real thing,
whilst benefiting from the highest
levels of performance and security you’d
expect from a Virtuoso composite door.
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Delio Z3
Glazed

Upgrade any door to
an Aluminium frame

Images for illustrative purposes only.

Lock: Centre Slam
Colour: Black
Glazing: Double Glazed

Colour: Sliver Grey
Glazing: n/a

Design-a-door at:
virtuoso-doors.co.uk

Vico V4
Fora

Lock: Centre Slam
Glazing: Sandblast

Colour: Blue

Colour: Slate
Glazing: Sandblast

Glazing: Sandblast
Delio Z3
Claro

Vico V4
Glazed

Lock: Centre Slam

Lock: Centre Slam

Vico
Solid

Colour: Black

Colour: Anthracite
Glazing: Double Glazed
Design-a-door at:
virtuoso-doors.co.uk

See page 77
for glazing options

Delio Z3
Belice

Lock: Centre Slam

Delio Z3
Fora

Vico
V4

Glazing: Sandblast

Glazing: Sandblast

See page 77
for glazing options

Colour: Plum

Colour: Pebble

Lock: Centre Slam

Delio
Z3

Vico V4
Bianco

Upgrade any door to
an Aluminium frame
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Design-a-door at:
virtuoso-doors.co.uk

60
Como VX
Glazed
Como VX
Belice
Upgrade any door to
an Aluminium frame

Images for illustrative purposes only.

Como ZY
Glazed

Design-a-door at:
virtuoso-doors.co.uk
Como ZY
Claro
Lock: Centre Slam

Lock: Centre Slam

Como VX
Cresto

Colour: Black

Colour: Anthracite

Colour: Pebble

Colour: Midnight

Glazing: Sandblast

Colour: Green

Lock: Centre Slam

Colour: Silver Grey

Glazing: Double Glazed

Glazing: Sandblast

Glazing: Sandblast

See page 77
for glazing options

Glazing: Sandblast

Glazing: Sandblast

Lock: Centre Slam

Lock: Centre Slam

Como VX
Claro

Colour: Black

Colour: Anthracite

See page 77
for glazing options

Glazing: Sandblast

Glazing: Double Glazed

Como
VX
Lock: Centre Slam

Como
ZY

Como ZY
Belice

Como ZY
Cresto
Upgrade any door to
an Aluminium frame
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French Vico
Solid

Lock: Centre Slam

French Carlton
Solid

Glazing: n/a

Glazing: n/a

Colour: Black

See pages 72 - 77
for glazing options

Colour: Silver Grey

Lock: Centre Slam

French
Doors

Design-a-door at:
virtuoso-doors.co.uk
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French Harton
Glazed

Glazing: Triple Glazed

Glazing: Double Glazed

Colour: White

Colour: Midnight

French doors
are available in
all door styles

French Garda 3 Centre
Asti

Images for illustrative purposes only.
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Design-a-door at:
virtuoso-doors.co.uk
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Stable A1
Glazed
Stable B9
Glazed

Images for illustrative purposes only.

Stable A2
Bienno
Colour: Black

Stable A2
Glazed

Glazing: Resin Bevels

Colour: Darkwood

Stable
Solid

Glazing: Triple Glazed

Stable A1
Prism

Colour: Black

Colour: Red

Colour: White

Glazing: Triple Glazed

Colour: Red

Colour: Silver Grey

Colour: Sage

Glazing: Double Glazed

Glazing: n/a

Glazing: Glass Bevels

See pages 20 - 21
for glazing options

Glazing: Double Glazed

Glazing: Double Glazed

Stable
Doors

Stable A1
Bulls Eye

Stable B1
Bulls Eye
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The hardware
finishing touch.

Superior Letterplates
High security letterplates come complete with anti-snap flap, internally fixed
screws and they’re fully weather sealed.

Standard Hardware

Stainless Steel*

Chrome

White

Black

Suddenly, everything comes together. Something as small
and simple as an escutcheon can make all the difference.
There’s certainly nothing standard about our Standard
Hardware Range.
Made from the most robust materials and engineered handles for
the smoothest of operation – opening and closing your new door
effortlessly every time. From the traditional and rustic to the stylish
contemporary, a handle, a letterplate and a door pull from our
Standard Range complete your customer’s door – perfectly.
Gold

Graphite

So, when your customers pull that door shut, it’ll sound,
and feel, just right.

Slimline
Door

Superior Handles
Beautiful and secure handles
are available in six finishes
across two designs.

Superior Door
Knockers
Statement door knockers
are the perfect addition

Stainless

Chrome

Gold

Black

Graphite

Steel Lever*

Lever

Lever

Lever

Lever

Knockers
Black

Chrome

Gold

Graphite

Hinges
Choose the hinge to
Stainless

Chrome

Gold

Black

suit the rest of your

Steel Urn*

Urn

Urn

Urn

hardware choices.

to enhance the elegance

Standard

Standard

Standard

Standard

White

Chrome

Gold

Anthracite

Butt

Butt

Butt

Butt

Standard
Brown
Butt

of our doors.

Graphite
Urn

66

Chrome
Urn Spy

Gold

Superior

Superior

Superior

Superior

Superior

Urn Spy

White

Black

Gold

Chrome

Graphite

Flag

Flag

Flag

Flag

Flag

■

* Stainless steel hardware comes with a comprehensive anti-corrosion guarantee
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The hardware
finishing touch.

The Sweet Range
We’ve also offered a new range of premium door furniture to complete the look, the ‘Sweet’ Range. Stylishly
simple, exquisitely designed, the curved principle within each component in the ‘Sweet’ Range provides a
lasting aesthetic. Three colour options of Rose Gold, Stainless Steel and Chrome, a 20-year Guarantee* and
tested against corrosion thirty times more than the required flagship EN 1906:2012 Corrosion Standard.

The Traditional Range
Sweet by

A traditional antique black finish makes this the perfect range for the traditional cottage-style door.

Virtuoso

Rose Gold

Stainless

Chrome

Lever

Steel Lever

Lever

Bull
Lever
Handle

Letterplate

Pull

Ring

Pull

Knob

Knocker

Escutcheon

Rose Gold

Stainless

Chrome

2 Part

Steel 2 Part

2 Part

Knocker

Knocker

Knocker

The
Contemporary
Range
High quality stainless steel

D Bar*

Rose Gold Letterplate

Letterplate*

Stainless Steel Letterplate

Chrome Letterplate

and chrome hardware
options complete the
ultra-modern look.

20 year Guarantee*
Pull Knob

Round

Pull

Inline Round Pull Bar*

Inline Flat Pull Bar*

Escutcheon*

Escutcheon*

400/900/1500mm

400/900/1500mm

The Virtuoso Doors ‘Sweet’ range comes in
three beautiful finishes and are guaranteed not
to rust for 20 years, or we’ll replace the product
free of charge as long as it’s been cared for as
per our manufacturer’s maintenance guide.
To activate the guarantee, simply register your
details within 28 days of installation. For more

And for extra peace of mind, you can request

information, scan the QR code below or visit

high-security Ultion Cylinders on all doors you

https://www.sweet-doors.co.uk/virtuoso/

choose, combined with code-supplied keys,
which means you have the security you need
with the convenience of one-key-fits-all. Simply
inform your Installer during the ordering process.
So, when you pull that door shut, it’ll sound,
and feel, just right.

■
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■

* Stainless steel hardware comes with a comprehensive
anti-corrosion guarantee

* Subject to registration with Sweet by the homeowners.
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The right glass
for your door.

Glazing adds security, style, elegance and privacy.
See which glass is specially made to complement our
doors. From obscure, leaded and coloured, to bevelled,
sandblasted, double glazed or triple glazed options.
And even gas-filled units for added thermal and acoustic
performance. It’s also worth remembering that, depending
on the glass you choose, glass can ensure your door has
the Secured by Design police-endorsed accreditation.
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✓

✓

Chilton 1 Grill

✓

✓

✓

Chilton 3

✓

✓

✓

✓

✓

✓

✓

✓

✓

✓

✓

Clifton

✓

✓

✓

✓

✓

✓

✓

✓

✓

✓

✓

✓

✓

✓

✓

✓

✓

✓

✓

✓

✓

✓

✓

✓

✓

✓

✓

✓

✓

✓

Aston

✓

✓

✓

✓

✓

✓

✓

✓

✓

✓

✓

✓

✓

✓

✓

✓

✓

✓

✓

✓

✓

✓

✓

✓

✓

✓

✓

✓

✓

✓

Elton

✓

✓

✓

✓

✓

✓

✓

✓

✓

✓

✓

✓

✓

✓

✓

✓

✓

✓

✓

✓

✓

✓

✓

✓

✓

✓

✓

✓

✓

✓

Crafton

✓

✓

✓

✓

✓

✓

✓

✓

Claston

✓

✓

✓

✓

✓

✓

✓

✓

Malton

✓

✓

✓

Harton

✓

✓

✓

Visso

✓

Viento

Treviso

✓

Victorian Rose

Trevi

✓

Velino

Torino

✓

Vasto

Tivoli

✓

Sextet

Sepino

✓

Sero

Savona

✓

Rossini

✓

Rose

✓

Ronay

Chilton 1

Roma

✓

Pristina

✓

Prism

✓

Prado

✓

Piero

✓

Petals

✓

Pesaro

✓

Peninno

✓

Opus

✓

Nusco

✓

Nuda

✓

Nero

✓

Modena

✓

Mileto

✓

Mezanno

Carlton 4

Massimo

✓

Geogian Grill

✓

Fleur

✓

Cusna

✓

Crystaline

✓

Cimone

✓

Catria

Brolo
✓

Bullseye

Bienno
✓

Bellice

✓

Bellini

✓

Asti

Box Lead

✓

Aster

Diamond Lead

✓

Amethyst

Obscure

✓

Amaro

Clear

✓

Carlton 2

Alto

Unglazed

Traditional glazing chart

Carlton Solid
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✓

✓

✓

✓

✓

✓

✓

✓

✓

✓

✓

✓

✓

✓

✓

✓

✓

✓

✓

✓

✓

✓

✓

✓

✓

✓

✓

✓

✓

✓

✓

✓

✓

✓

✓

✓

✓

✓
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✓

Garda C2
✓
✓
✓

Garda D4
Hinge
✓
✓
✓

Garda
Crafton
✓
✓
✓
✓
✓

Garda
Clifton
✓
✓
✓
✓
✓

Garda A3
✓
✓
✓
✓
✓

Garda 3
Centre
✓
✓
✓
✓
✓
✓
✓
✓

Garda 4
Hinge
✓
✓
✓
✓
✓
✓
✓
✓

✓
✓

✓
✓
✓
✓

✓
✓
✓
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✓
Asti
Bellini

✓
✓
✓

✓
✓

✓
✓
✓

Brolo

✓
✓

✓
✓
✓

✓
✓
✓
✓
✓

Cusna

✓
✓

✓

✓
✓

Mezanno
Mileto
Modena
Nero
Nuda
Nusco

✓
✓
✓
✓
✓
✓
✓

✓

✓
✓

Sextet
Tivoli
Torino
Trevi
Treviso
Visso

✓
✓
✓
✓
✓
✓
✓
✓
✓

✓
✓
✓

✓
✓
✓

✓

Rossini

Sero

✓

Sepino

Ronay

✓

Savona

Roma

Pristina

Prism

Petals

Massimo

Geogian Grill

Crystaline

Climone

Cartla

Bienno

Bellice

Aster

Amaro

Alto

Box Lead

✓
Diamond Lead

✓
Obscure

Garda B3
Clear

Garda D4
Grill Hinge
Unglazed

Contemporary glazing chart

✓

✓
✓
✓

✓

✓

✓
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Kingston
Solid

✓

Vico V4

✓

✓

✓

✓

Cresto

Bianco

Obscure

Claro

Belice

Fora
✓

✓

✓

✓

✓

Kingston A2

✓

✓

✓

Kingston FG

✓

✓

✓

Como VX

✓

✓

✓

✓

✓

Kingston B9

✓

✓

✓

Como ZY

✓

✓

✓

✓

✓

Kingston B1

✓

✓

✓

✓

✓

✓

✓

✓

✓

✓

✓

✓

Delio Z3

Kingston A1
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✓

Clear

Sextet

Sepino

Savona

Prism

Modena

Mileto

Mezanno

Massimo

Geogian Grill

Cusna

Crystaline

Cimone

Catria

Bullseye

Brolo

Bienno

Bellini

Asti

Aster

Box Lead

Virtu-AL glazing chart

Diamond Lead

Obscure

Clear

Unglazed

Cottage glazing chart

✓

✓

✓

✓

✓

✓

✓

✓

✓

✓

✓

Vico Solid

✓
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Making
everything
simple.
From deciding on the orientation and
designing your perfect door in our Design-aDoor tool, to the point of placing your order
through your chosen Installer, our dedicated
and committed team is on hand to ensure
you’re kept informed along the way until your
perfectly crafted Virtuoso door is installed at
your home.
With unbeatable product choice and a simple
online process, you can be confident of a
customer service experience that’s quick, easy,
and professional.

Simply contact the team on 0191 410 9333
or visit our online Design-A-Door tool at
virtuoso-doors.co.uk.

Exclusive Retail Network
We work with a network of the UK’s most
elite retailers, those who understand our
crafted precision ethos and work to the same
principles of unrivalled customer service and
product quality.
Simply contact the team on 0191 410 9333
or visit our website at virtuoso-doors.co.uk.

The information provided in this publication is provided ‘as is’ in September 2022. Virtuoso Doors may modify and change the information and
specifications from time to time for a variety of reasons, without prior notice and updates will not be issued automatically. Due to the limitations
of the processes of printing or digital display of colours, no liability can be accepted for the accuracy, they are intended as guidance only. The
information is not intended to have any legal effect, whether by the way of advice, representation or warranty, expressed or implied. All rights
reserved. Copyright in this publication belongs to Virtuoso Doors, and all such copyright may not be used, sold, copied or reproduced in whole
or part in any manner in any media to any person without prior consent. Copyright ©2022 Virtuoso Doors. All rights reserved.
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Virtuoso Doors
Unit 13
Follingsby Avenue
Gateshead
NE10 8YG
0191 410 9333
virtuoso-doors.co.uk
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